
Female, 20-25 
Daycare instructor  
Loved one dealing with depression 
 
 
 
Tasks 

1. Take some time to explore the app. Try to go to different menus. When doing this think 
your thoughts aloud, like what you are trying to do and whenever interface does 
something that you don’t expect.  
 

- I like the first page 
- Not sure what you mean by log my mood!!? 
- I think I should choose one mood and one activity 
- (told him she can choose more than one) her reaction: oo cool!!! 
- She asked what are the suggestions based on? 
- They look fun and I love the colors 
- How can I go back to log mood section? (she couldn’t find a menu, she had to use back 

button on android) 
 

2. From home screen try to log your mood for today, and then add a custom activity to the 
list. 

 
- I entered new activity but app wasn’t showing it.  
- When keyboard opens and I click on “GO” nothing happens. I have to close the 

keyboard and click on done to get rid of the screen.  
 

3. From the suggestions card find the ones that interests you if any and click on them and 
look at the details about each suggestion, and tell us how it meets your expectations. 

 
- Suggestion card are interesting, but I wonder why it suggested things like salad? Or 

lavender? 
 
Interview questions 

1. How was your experience in using the app? What worked well and what didn’t why? 
 

- I think it was an interesting idea, but a lot of things are irrelevant. I know you 
mentioned the app is not fully functional, but i expected to see at least one or two 
suggestion based on what I entered as my activity.  

 
 
 
 



2. How useful do you think the suggestion cards were? Why? 
 

- They are useful but I am not sure if my boyfriend (who experienced depression) will be 
willing to make an effort and use these kinda app. 

 
3. If we were to redesign the app what features would you like to see? Why? 

 
- I think finding the main menu was definitely an issue.  
- The trend button that shows the calendar, I thought its a share button, maybe change 

the icon.  
- I also couldn’t understand the options in the setting. Like how does the relapse detection 

works? Or what are the actionable items. Can't guess what each of them does.  
 

4. What kinds of suggestions would you like to see in the suggestions card? How would 
you like them to be customized for you? 

 
- I think I already mentioned cards but one thing that I think can be useful is if my 

boyfriend use this app and be able to share his data with me. I think he often find it 
difficult to come and talk about his feelings but if there is an option that allows me to 
follow his mood and approach him when he needs me, it would be really cool! 

 
 
“Suggestion card are interesting, but I wonder why it suggested things like salad? Or lavender?” 
(Participant 5) 
 


